Maryland to Murano Examines Scott's Prolific Career, Defined by a Continued Exploration of Techniques and Striking Visual Narratives

New York, NY (September 4, 2014)— This fall, the Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) presents Maryland to Murano: Neckpieces and Sculptures by Joyce J. Scott, the first exhibition to examine the relationship between Scott's beaded and constructed neckpieces created in her Baltimore, Maryland studio and her more recent blown glass sculptures crafted in the Berengo Studio on Murano Island in Venice, Italy. On view from September 30, 2014 to March 15, 2015, this exhibition demonstrates the interplay between these two bodies of work and reveals the range of Scott's technique and skill as well as the complex relationship she has shaped among adornment, content, and methodology.

Organized by Lowery Stokes Sims, MAD’s William and Mildred Lasdon Chief Curator, the exhibition features 34 of Scott’s neckpieces, including a collaboration with noted jeweler Art Smith, 3 beaded wall hangings, and 13 glass sculptures, most of which were created since 2009. A press preview and walkthrough for the exhibition will be held on Monday, October 6, 2014 at 2:00 pm.

“Over the last four decades, Scott has honed her craft and delivered striking visual narratives through masterful technical skill, while demonstrating an ongoing interest in collaborating with craftspeople across the globe,” says Glenn Adamson, MAD’s Nanette L. Laitman Director. “Maryland to Murano indicates the Museum’s commitment to presenting jewelry as an innovative art form and to examining how the medium is continually expanding.”

Born in Baltimore in 1948, Scott has lived, studied, and worked in Maryland all her life. Challenging perceived dichotomies between art and craft, sophistication and naïveté, and politics and adornment, Scott has succeeded in incorporating these elements within a vast and varied body of work including installation, printmaking, apparel, sculpture, and jewelry, the last of which has garnered her the widest audience and recognition. In Scott's hands, human adornment becomes a vehicle for social commentary and a means for confronting contentious issues affecting contemporary society. Navigating controversial themes including hunger, rape, and racial stereotypes, Scott's jewelry transcends the typical function of adornment and embellishment.

“Joyce Scott has maneuvered within the most traditional of materials and techniques to create a body of work of great expressive potential,” says Stokes Sims. “She has positioned herself within the context of the art world in such a way that the viability of her materials and the place where she creates is widely recognized and celebrated.”

The exhibition focuses on a range of Scott’s signature neckpieces that reveal the rich diversity of her style and methodology. Indicative of the influences of her global travels to study theater with Japanese masters as well as textile design and beadwork with Native American practitioners, featured works are grounded in the use of ancient bead-weaving techniques including peyote stitching. As a result, Scott's wearable works maintain a strong sculptural quality while achieving a variety of physical and visual
effects within a single neckpiece. Creative legacies passed down to Scott from her family, notably her mother Elizabeth Talford Scott, a well-known quilter and textile artist, are also acknowledged in the neckpieces. Building upon these influences, Scott incorporates memorabilia including charms, ex-votos, and bits of recycled jewelry to evoke personal narratives and aggregated memories.

Seen as a natural evolution from Scott’s constructed neckpieces, the featured glass works are the result of a two-year collaboration with craftspersons in the Berengo Studio on Murano Island in Venice, Italy. Both technical and conceptual in nature, this collaboration with the Murano-based studio, widely celebrated for pushing the medium of glass into the realm of contemporary art, allowed for Scott to further expand and develop skills present throughout her career. These recent works incorporate the intricately beaded elements present within her neckpieces into blown glass, and demonstrate her unique method of constructing three-dimensional, beaded forms without the use of armatures—a skill that allows Scott to create large, freestanding figures, some of which reach the scale of full-size installations.

Highlights from the exhibition include the following works:

- The three sculptures in *Buddha Series (2013)* are multi-figural compositions that allude to the four elements—earth, fire, water, and wind. Each work combines blown glass renderings of Buddha besieged by earthly beaded figures. The resulting experience is as powerfully metaphysical as it is technically astounding.

- One of Scott’s most recent neckpieces, *Rain (2014)*, is a proliferation of turquoise curlicues, tendrils, and twists, intermingled with disembodied yet active figures. Having been detached and reworked from one of Scott’s sculptural glass busts, this piece is a prime example of the connection between her bodies of work.

- *Virgin of Guadalupe (2009)* depicts a motley parade of devils, skeletons, and devotees alongside the Virgin Mary. This beaded necklace defies compositional logic as the figures pile onto one another.

- *Cobalt, Yellow Circles (2010)* is one of three featured examples of Scott’s intricately beaded wall hangings that exist outside the functional associations of her wearable neckpieces. In this work, a web of colorful circles intertwines with figures to create a visually complex narrative scheme.

- *Dizzy Girl (2014)*, a freestanding sculptural bust that exemplifies Scott’s use of traditional Italian glass bead blowing techniques including lattecinio and zanfirico, by which patterns of color are extruded through a glass matrix to create internal color variants.

- *Eve Became the Apple, Serpent Impressed Swallowed Adam* is a volumetric work that demonstrates Scott’s repurposing of the ancient peyote stitch and ability to construct glass beaded forms without the use of armatures.

- Demonstrating Scott’s skillful combination of beadwork and blown glass, *Lewd #1 (2013)* is a tour de force of glassblowing techniques and salacious nuances. A beaded imp torments the glass female figure to create a vignette rife with sexual tension.

- Encompassing sentiments of distress and disorientation, *Water Mammy I (2012)* reflects Scott’s time with craftspersons from the Berengo studio and the often unexpected results that their
conceptual and technical collaboration yielded. This compositionally dynamic work is part of the Museum’s permanent collection.

EXHIBITION ORGANIZATION AND CREDITS

*Maryland to Murano: Neckpieces and Sculptures by Joyce J. Scott* is organized by Lowery Stokes Sims, MAD's William and Mildred Lasdon Chief Curator assisted by Sophia Merkin, curatorial assistant and project manager for the exhibition.

*Maryland to Murano: Neckpieces and Sculptures by Joyce J. Scott* is made possible through the generous support of The Robert W. Deutsch Foundation; Christopher K. Ho; the Rotasa Foundation; Constance R. Caplan, Mark Caplan, Cathy Caplan, and Jonathan Caplan; and Marcia and Alan Docter.

CATALOGUE

A full color, illustrated, 48-page catalogue accompanies the exhibition. It includes a forward by the museum's Nanette L. Laitman Director Glenn Adamson, as well as an essay by Lowery Stokes Sims, William and Mildred Lasdon Chief Curator, which addresses the formal and thematic aspects of Scott's oeuvre. It is followed by an interview between Sims and the artist in which they discuss Scott’s recent experiences working with the craftsmen of the Studio Berengo in Murano, Italy.

The catalogue has been produced with the support of the Rotasa Foundation. It is edited by Sophia Merkin, designed by Emily CM Anderson, produced by The Prolific Group, and published by the Museum of Arts and Design.

EDUCATION AND PUBLIC PROGRAMS

**Jewelry Salons**
Thursday, October 9 and Friday, October 10, 2014, 6:00pm
Free with Pay-What-You-Wish Admission

Join jewelry artist Debra Rapoport as she explores jewelry and style as personal art forms. These hands-on jewelry-making workshops give participants the chance to handcraft wearable designs that reflect their own histories and experiences.

**Your Local Color: Workshops in Glass Beaded Jewelry**
This workshop series *Your Local Color: Workshops in Glass Beaded Jewelry* explores how one’s environment, whether city, neighborhood, or community of friends, affects created artworks. Novices and experts are invited to participate in these opportunities to create wearable wonders that reflect the colorful and vibrant personalities of their makers and the places they call home.

*No previous experience required. All materials provided.*

**Cabochon and Glass Bead Embroidered Necklaces**
Saturday, October 18, 2014, 1pm
$65 General, $55 Members

Join jeweler Carole Horn for this afternoon-long, hands-on workshop on embroidering necklaces using glass beads. Taking inspiration for the works on view in *Maryland to Murano: Neckpieces and Sculptures by Joyce J. Scott*, students will create glass beaded embroidery around a piece of cabochon gemstone.
Freestyle Peyote Stitch Bracelets
Saturday, November 15, 2014, 1pm
$65 General, $55 Members

Join jeweler Marsha Davis as she leads this afternoon-long, hands-on workshop that explores the possibilities of the ancient off-loom beading technique known as the peyote stitch. Woven in strips or rounded tubes, the colorful results can be transformed into wearable bracelets.

Beaded Spiral Rope Necklaces
Saturday, December 6, 2014, 1pm
$65 General, $55 Members

Just in time for the holidays, join jeweler Carole Horn as she leads this afternoon-long, hands-on workshop in the creation of beaded spiral rope necklaces. Using a variety of colorful beads, students will weave the perfect gift for a special someone this holiday season.

From Maryland to Mexico: A Guided Tour of Joyce Scott and New Territories
Thursday, December 4, 2014, 6:30pm
Free with Pay-What-You-Wish Admission

Explore the role that cultural influences and communities have on the evolution of an artist’s work in this guided tour comparing the exhibitions Maryland to Murano: Necklaces and Sculpture by Joyce J. Scott and New Territories: Laboratories for Design, Craft and Art in Latin America.

In the Studio with Joyce J. Scott
Thursday, October 30, 2014, 7pm–9pm
Free with Pay-What-You-Wish Admission

Join Joyce J. Scott in MAD’s Artist Studios for an evening of demonstrations and conversations.

ABOUT THE MUSEUM OF ARTS AND DESIGN

The Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) champions contemporary makers across creative fields, presenting artists, designers, and artisans who apply the highest level of ingenuity and skill to their work. Since the Museum’s founding in 1956 by philanthropist and visionary Aileen Osborn Webb, MAD has celebrated all facets of making and the creative processes by which materials are transformed, from traditional techniques to cutting-edge technologies. Today, the Museum’s curatorial program builds upon a rich history of exhibitions that emphasize a cross-disciplinary approach to art and design, and reveals the workmanship behind the objects and environments that shape our everyday lives. MAD provides an international platform for practitioners who are influencing the direction of cultural production and driving 21st-century innovation, fostering a participatory setting for visitors to have direct encounters with skilled making and compelling works of art and design.
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